Introduction
Mission is, quite simply, the participation of Christians in the liberating mission of' Jesus ... wagering on a future that verifiable experience seems to belie. It is the good news of God's love, incarnated in the witness of a community for the sake of the world. 1 Whoever you are, no matter how lonely, the world offers itself to your imagination, calls to you like the wild geese, harsh and exciting over and over announcing your place in the family of things. 2 Mission is the church's agenda, its raison d ' être. Yet, what should mission be and do in the world of the 21st century? Like the church today, I am both fated and free, formed as both colonizing and colonized. I am shaped by missionary community and a white Canadian academic woman's privilege and constraints. 3 There are many ways in which to frame the future of mission for this century. In this paper I will take one focus and assert that God's mission for the sake of the beloved world includes healing ourselves with the solidarity of others, and that justice/love is the single standard for diverse discourses of mission. I frame mission in this way to explore how mission can be rethought as the relation between a particular understanding of church (as shaped by context and social location) and a particular understanding of the world, where both are governed by norms of justice/right relations. I will begin with a snapshot of the Canadian context of ministry and mission, which will include something about my own denomination, the United Church of Canada. Secondly, I want to problematize mission through the case of Canadian churches confronting the legacy of their complicity in the cultural genocide of Aboriginal peoples, to indicate how "right" and "relations" connect when justice is construed as healing transformation. Lastly I will reframe mission as practices of solidarity that enhance justice/love or right relation. 4 
Canadian context of mission: Crisis
What shapes the Canadian context and its diverse population of some 30 million people?
Canada is a colonized and colonizing nation in the shadow of the American empire and the profound shifts in late 20th-century capitalism, especially globalization. Ursula Franklin assesses globalization as "a war against people." 5 As a nation, Canada faces major debt and structural adjustment pro grammes, with foreign loans accounting for forty percent of our national debt. Traditional economies based on fishery and renewable resources have collapsed. The so-called restructuring of the Canadian economy means that many face the bankruptcy of family farms, the weakening of the food industry and health care systems, and the loss of many thousands of jobs as industries move to the southern United States, Mexico and other areas of the world. We have major federal and provincial cutbacks to health, education and social programmes. More and more people rely on food banks. Those who are most vulnerable to HIV/AIDS in Canada, as in Africa, are women, especially those facing homelessness, unemployment, prostitution and domestic abuse. 6 Violence against women remains a national horror. Many youth, even those with university education, are unlikely to have long-term jobs during the course of their lifetimes. Radical social theorists say that Canada increasingly bears the marks of a two-thirds world country, with a growing underclass and a more powerful elite. In short, with the global organization of the economy, Canadians especially experience both the demise of traditional church and community life as well as an unprecedented religious and cultural pluralism. On the one hand, fundamentalist Christians reassert the old notion of "mission as bringing the truth for civilizing alien cultures". On the other hand, old patterns of ecclesial domination -Christendom-style -are seen as a source of despair, and as colluding with newer forms of globalization that eviscerate persons, communities and the earth. 7 This context requires us to re-examine our mission and thus what it means to be church.
The strength of my denomination, the United Church of Canada (UCC), is its long and faithful history of commitment to the common good. It was established as a "union" church in 1925 by Methodists, Presbyterians and Congregationalists to share the gospel for the whole person and thus the social order. The UCC has a reputation as a progressive and prophetic What would it mean for the church to "carry on a mission to its world that is neither, on the one hand, the imposition upon its culture of extraordinary and arcane claims nor, on the other hand, a slightly pious, stained-glass version of the going values and pursuits of the dominant ethos?" 8
At stake is an ethics of right relation that takes seriously this crisis of the postmodern globalized era and the churches' role in it.
Negotiating mission for the 21st century starts by giving attention to the massive suffering that exists, as well as the yearning fo r healing, justice and mutual relationship. It also seeks to name sources of pain and oppression, shows how healing, transformation and reconciliation are connected, is diversified amidst multiple communities of others, is accountable to those who are marginalized, and persistently resists violence in longing for justice/love, peace and abundant life for all. 9 Justice/love is understood as "mutual respect and care and a fair sharing of power"; it is an intimate co -mingling of our longing for personal well-being in our bodies and right relatedness with others throughout the social order. 10 I am not suggesting that we replace one discourse -mission or evangelism -with another of justice/love. Instead, I will assert that God's mission for the sake of the beloved world includes healing ourselves with the solidarity of others, and that justice/love is the single standard for diverse discourses of mission. Given this norm, it makes sense that Christians tuned to mission as negotiating justice/love in all our relationships are moving into a more polycentric oikoumene of whole-earth community. 11 How might Canadian churches recycle themselves into "a place in the family of things" so that mission resists "civilizing" and "colonizing", and at the same time finds energy and vision to embody justice/love? One example of the salience of the themes I am pursuing here is the historical legacy of the churches' mission with Aboriginal peoples through residential schools in Canada. Problematizing mission: Presumed innocence, Canadian churches and Aboriginal people Evangelism is simply the sharing of the good news of God who is in Jesus Christ. One mission strategy has taken "the development of peoples" model which has, ironically, often resulted in further marginalization and exploitation of the poorest. 12 Christianity has been an essential part of global imperial social ordering, regularly and morally legitimating the mechanisms of controlling markets and raw materials to exploit the colonies and their populations. "One of the cultural sins of First World Christians is the persistent assumption that God's truth exists in some exclusive way in First World society, and that it is therefore the responsibility of those Christians to spread this truth to those less fortunate (namely peoples of the third world)." 13 The painful legacy of the cultural genocide of Aboriginal peoples is one that Canada is just now beginning to sort out; churches are also trying to learn to live and pray differently. I approach this issue as a fourth-generation Canadian of Scottish, Irish, and English ancestry, and with an abiding concern for women's diverse voices, moral agency, and analyses of justicemaking, i.e., of seeking right relations. 14 Certainly,Canada is both a colonized and colonizing nation. 15 It is an ex-colony of Britain and a satellite of the United States. Canada also has a long history of colonization and, in particular, of the political subjugation and cultural genocide of Native peoples. Christian complicity in the cultural genocide of Aboriginal peoples is being recognized today as religious institutions are discovering that this damage is not the result of benign neglect; indeed, the creation of inferior "others" has been and continues to be rooted in and made acceptable, even mandated, as "God's will". What is known as "the residential schools experience" bears serious lessons for churches and how they shape and practice religion. In particular, we now see "that our best efforts may contain destructive distortions, or be harnessed for wrong ends." 16 The church es have received a wild-geese call to seek healing and justice as paths to transformative healing. Dominant Canadian politics, identities and values are blind to the legacy of colonialism and imperialism that makes the cultural and, hence, ecclesial body of Canada unwell. In post-Christendom Canada, mainline churches and ecumenical bodies no longer dream of controlling society, but some have also refused to withdraw from the political realm or neglect their continuing sense of responsibility in the public arena. 17 From roughly the turn of this century, it was the policy of the government of Canada to provide education to a portion of the Aboriginal peoples through "Indian Residential Schools". 18 The schools were part of the colonial will to "civilize" aboriginal peoples, i.e., to enable them to become good citizens; to "inculcate a moral sense"; to christianize. The overall aim of missionary work was to enable Native peoples to assume the "privileges and responsibilities of Christian citizenship ... carrying demands for conformity to the mores of the majority." 19 While the missionary movement assumed Aboriginal peoples had a right to education and to hear the gospel, Christian churches also administered residential schools on behalf of the federal government. 20 Aboriginal children were subjected to physical, spiritual, emotional and sexual abuse. Churches were complicit in what is now recognized as cultural abuse or genocide, in particular the eradication of traditional spirituality, which enabled the eviction of Aboriginal peoples from their land and control of them as targets for assimilation. The schools were one part of the overall assimilationist policy that continued explicitly into the 1950s, and that more recently has begun to be heard and publicly contested.
The United Church of Canada will serve as a case study of action and public statements that has fostered awareness and understanding as one dimension of seeking right relations between 16 20 Most of the schools were managed for the government on contract by four churches: the Roman Catholic Church through some of its orders, the Anglican, Presbyterian and United. It is estimated that 100,000 children, i.e., about twenty percent of all status Indian students, attended the schools. For example, the United Church of Canada participated in the operation of a maximum of 13 residential schools from the 1920s until the last school closed in 1969.
non-Aboriginal and Aboriginal peoples. 21 In its brief to the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, the United Church has acknowledged:
The Residential Schools were premised on a racist understanding of the superiority of European civilization as it was being transplanted in North America, and the inferiority of Aboriginal societies. This racist premise was reinforced by the churches in their theology and their attitudes to Native spirituality. Contact between these two ways of living in the world led to a rapid and often brutal disintegration of the Aboriginal way of life. Combined with the relentless economic and social pressure of expansionist European society, the effects of the Residential Schools dealt an almost fatal blow to Aboriginal soci eties. 22 In 1984, Alberta Billy, a First Nations' woman from Cape Mudge, British Columbia, issued an historic call to the United Church General Council's Executive (it's the church's highest deci sionmaking body). "It is time you apologized to native peoples." 23 On 15 August 1986 at the Sudbury General Council, the church responded with an "Apology to Native Congregations" for having failed to respect the depth and richness of Aboriginal spirituality and vision, and for confusing the gospel of Jesus Christ with Western institutions and cultures:
Long before my people journeyed to this land, your people were here, and you received from your elders an understanding of creation, and of the mystery that surrounds us all that was deep and rich and to be treasured. We did not hear you when you shared your vision. In our zeal to tell you of the good news of Jesus Christ we were closed to the value of your spirituality. We confused Western ways and culture with the depth and breadth and length and height of the gospel of Christ. We imposed our civilization as a condition of accepting the gospel. We tried to make you like us and in so doing we helped to destroy the vision that made you what you were. As a result, you, and we, are poorer, and the image of the Creator in us is twisted, blurred and we are not what we are meant by God to be. We ask you to forgive us and to walk together with us in the spirit of Christ so that our peoples may be blessed and God's creation healed. The elders responded, "We must go back and talk to the people." They acknowledged but did not formally accept the apology; only an apology that is lived out could be real. Such accountability to right relations is the enduring horizon of any notion of mission.
This process of accountability holds the United Church responsible, as Stan McKay the first Aboriginal moderator asserts, for a history "for which it must repent". 25 Reconciliation involves, therefore, not only listening to the suffering caused but also evidence that it has been heard, the wrong-doing has been acknowledged, and steps of repentance and redress are being taken. If apathy and denial are structured social sins, the 1986 apology marks a potential new beginning or "new partnership with First Nations communities." 26 Aboriginal peoples in Canada are in theological terms the sinned against. The recent lawsuits filed by survivors of residential schools -the victims of the best intentions 27 -have sharpened the understanding of the history for which the dominant churches must repent, i.e., the history of white racism and cultural genocide.
White congregations often resist or reject the idea that healing and justice include them too, or do not feel morally obliged or otherwise moved to participate in seeking right relations and a shared future. Sherene Razack analyses this blindness as "presumed innocence", and a determined non-involvement in social relations. 28 In recent ecclesial attempts to listen to Aboriginal peoples and to build relationships across cultures and histories, the truth of domination and exclusion by white churches of Aboriginal peoples is being unmasked. The challenge for those of the dominant culture is to learn to understand and assess how religion and its symbols and practices are historically located and socially engaged.
Conditions for reconciliation
In an attempt to foster awareness and understanding, and to undertake healing and advocacy, a second project has just been released in the United Church. (2001) is an educational pro gramme for non-Aboriginal congregations. As white liberal Protestantism struggles to cope with its disestablishment, and lives fragmented by globalizing trends, the temptation is to seek sta-25 Stan McKay uses the word genocide to account for the ongoing destruction of a people. "No one can explain to me the tremendous Indian population in the prisons, the large number of Native young people in juvenile detention centres or the overwhelming number of tiny babies being removed from Native homes and put in non-Native foster homes or adopted. This trading and exploitation of Native children is, for me, the final step in the genocidal process"; in "The Church Has Some History for which it must Repent", in bility by either retreating to privileged circles where salvation is identified as a purely spiritual experience unrelated to social context, or by (re)institutionalizing unjust relations by protecting churches from risking changes required to seek reconciliation. In the hopes of reconstructing and beginning new relationships out of the brokenness of dominance and subjugation, three normative practices of negotiating right relations are upheld: i) Truth telling -to hear the stories of Aboriginal peoples in residential schools, to name racism, to see the gospel-culture connection, and to realize truth as plural;
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ii) Lamentation and repentance -to experience grief and pain, recognize interconnectedness and solidarity, and move towards authentic repentance and transformation;
iii) Seeking the Spirit -only the Spirit of God can pull us away from paralysis, and where, instead of acting, we need to wait on God to learn how to restore balance. 29 These practices aim to open and shape a space welcoming a plurality of truth whereby "your truth does not deny my truth". 30 This assertion emphasizes and recovers the inseparability of truth and truthfulness -the fit among what is said and the persons who say it, and the context in which they say it. 31 Truthfulness is the acting before and with others with self-reflexive and mutual accountability in specific contexts.
In relation to traditions and histories of mission, power dynamics have always carried weight in the creation and negotiation of mission. Fragmentary or ambiguous knowing assumes that power is uneven, contested, asymmetrical and necessary.
Power is simply the ability to control and to make things happen. In order to know whether power is good or bad, we need to know where it comes from, the intention with which it is used and the outcomes of its use.... We can see violence as a misuse or abuse of power. That should not make us deny power or refuse to use it.... We need power to right wrongs and to bring healing and reconciliation. Without the use of power, nothing good happens. There is a saying that evil triumphs when good people do nothing. 32 Some churches have lost touch with the very character of Jesus' life in its preoccupation with possessing itself of an authority over the so-called "uncivilized". Very often Christians have been anxious to establish superiority over others. Is this the kind of burden Jesus had in mind when he said, "Take up your Cross and follow me"? Some Christians have been too preoccupied with who is correct, rather than with doing what Jesus did. Jesus went out and met people where they were. He punctured the pretensions of the pious and confronted the powerful with what they were really doing. Jesus placed more rigorous demands of faithful living upon the complacent. He aided those with mutilated self-respect, broken bodies, shattered lives and lost dignity to know that there is a power of healing which meets their needs.
As people respond to this challenge, some links are being made at the margins, for example, with Aboriginal communities, both within churches and beyond. Morally, the claim of the other is rendered possible in their being at the margins, and by the making of space for silenced and oppositional discourses in public. In this back and forthness, moral vision is enlarged. However, we must always live with bell hooks' (sic) clarification in mind: Solidarity is not the same as support. That is, to experience solidarity we must have a community of interest. 33 Beverly Harrison expands on the moral implications:
(We) need each other especially to survive and flourish as activists in the dominant churches. It is easy for us (in white middle class churches), women and men alike, to lose touch with the genuine scope of social oppression that is the existential condition of most human beings on this globe. Genuine struggle, the capacity to live with conflict and to resist the complacency of the dominant ethos, requires precisely those marks of transcendence born of the acknowledgement of solidarity. Our lives are worth struggling for, but only as part of this wider struggle. The capacity to know and name one's hurt, to recognize one's vulnerability, to bear suffering in order to work against unnecessary suffering is a blessing. This is our calling as Christians following the Way of Jesus. The temptation to permit Christianity to lapse back into an escapist spirituality, an accommodation to the power of privilege will be great if we do not learn to hold each other accountable to these realities ... Solidarity is continuous relationship, fidelity to relationship, and mutual accountability. 34 Reframing mission with this operative spirituality involves an understanding of the social consequences of lived theology. This leads to the need to acknowledge and transform assumptions, for example, that white Christians in a pluralist world are givers in relation to needy others and have a monopoly on God and truth and virtue. 35 Reframing mission
We will need new language and practices of mission if we are to learn to be in restored and right relationship. 36 fruits ye shall know them." This is Jesus' criterion of mission. Jesus teaches that, "The greatest commandment, the summary of the law and the prophets, is to love God with all one's heart, soul, strength, and mind and your neighbour as yourself" (Luke 10:27). A long-held missiology in keeping with this vision is "partnership", which is a model of empowerment that connects evangelism and the common good. I cite one definition from the United Church of Canada:
Partnership means becoming involved with others in God's mission for wholeness of life, especially with those who suffer from systems of injustice. Partnership brings people together in community for mutual empowerment through the sharing of gifts. We believe that movement towards a more just, participatory society will be fostered through the building of relationships of respect, and the sharing of resources, experiences and values among people. We acknowledge the need for mutual accountability, trust, honesty, forgiveness, and persistent love, which requires long-term commitments. 37 Partnership missiology aims to develop long-term relationships of association and accompaniment, not the imposition of a dominant theology or analysis. Partnership missiology is an effort to remain in respectful and mutual relationship over the long hau1. 38 The Jubilee is a biblical image that helps orient us to the hope that changes lives and hearts, that restores us to right relations. Jubilee communities are places where people gather to imagine God's promise of a day when all will be forgiven and land and liberty restored. Jubilee means asking, "Does what we do increase the participation and power of those with little power?" And, as African theologian Mercy Amba Oduyoye observes, "Jubilee communities have always been communities of struggle that swim against the stream of what can easily be achieved." 39 Swimming against the stream requires constant negotiation. Some churches have learned a great deal from mission mistakes. Sometimes we are too enthusiastic about our own ideas -even those of partnership or justice or mutuality! Mission means carrying on God's work of loving and seeking the justice that is its heart; it means participating in building up someone else's productive capacities; it means organizing against death with the power of God to heal and create and act in that power. No arena is excluded. We have learned that incarnation is about bodies, as well as minds and hearts. Gender justice has long been on the agenda of being church. In Canada churches are being called to take a stand in the heated conflict in national politics and Thus, mission requires advocacy with those who are marginalized or excluded; it requires the creation of new relational spaces, and a continual checking of strategies and an assessment of the consequences of action with those who bear the burden. bell hooks insists that instead of meeting the "other" in the centre, as colonizer, those in the mainstream are called to meet the "other" in the margins: This is an intervention. A message from that space in the margin that is a site of creativity and power, that inclusive power, that inclusive space where we recover ourselves, where we move in solidarity to erase the category of colonized/colonizer. Marginality as site of resistance. Enter that space. Let us meet there. Enter that space. We greet you as liberators. 41 Here the colonizers are not only implicated in, but are dependent upon the margins where voices of others, including ancestors and survivors, can jolt the colonizers into an awareness of what is really going on in the current political economic context, and help to critically locate complex selves in a world where many are being forced to relinquish valued ways of life.
The challenge for mission is to articulate and practice such normative diversity as an expression of faith, and as a participation i n God's creative and healing power. Such an articulation and practice means including the scorned and rejected at our tables of eucharist and in our kitchens. It means reading the Bible as a resistant text and as resistant readers 42 who are self-engaged and otherregarding persons in relation. It means white people learning to be anti-racist. It means all people acknowledging that we are born of woman, and living to honour the gilt of life as inhabitants of one earth home. I take courage from Musa Dube's i nsistence on the possibility of a "liberating interdependence that recognizes and affirms the interconnectedness of relationships that affirm the dignity of all things and people." 43 Accepting such a stance requires negotiating mission to associate with others in ways that do not presume intimacy with their experiences, that respect difference, and that will work to subvert yet more foreign or familiar impositions. 44 
Conclusion
Mission that takes seriously our own needs for healing and for solidarity with marginalized peoples does not aim to "civilize" others. Mission therefore requires mature dialogue in terms clarified by Emilie Townes as "self-critical inclusivity". If mission is to be about more than refusing to be dominated, it is also then about refusing to dominate. "The task constantly remains for us to evaluate goals and standards in light of the gospel understanding of justice. This justice is 41 dynamically revelatory -always within our grasp and just beyond it." 45 In relation to a countercolonizing norm of justice/love for diverse discourses of mission, Sharon Welch's pragmatic criteria may help address the fear of diversity and ambiguity that arise in the midst of crisis and pluralism. Welch suggests three criteria for the truthfulness of analyses and strategies: "(i) their actual effect on the lives of people, (ii) their openness to further critique and hence modification, and (iii) their resiliency in the face both of critique and unintended consequences -positive and negative, unpredictable opportunities for further acts of responsibility and creativity ... Basically, we become ready to clean up after ourselves, to reevaluate actions, all with the style of humour and openness to failure." 46 Can we then hear in the wild-geese calls for right relations -not just concern but solidarity with and accountability to those made "other"?
Mission worth its salt, following rabbinic forthrightness, will therefore ask disturbing questions: "Whose mission is this?" "Which Christ do you follow?" "Does this partnership temper our advocacy of justice in areas like sexual orientation or racial and gender justice?" 47 "Who has power to name and decide?" "Who is included and who is excluded -in the name of Jesus Christ?" "How will this doctrine or policy affect the world's children?"
God's mission for the sake of the beloved world includes healing ourselves with the solidarity of others, and forging interdependent community based on justice/love. Mission is a struggle to hope. 48 "Hope has two beautiful daughters. Their names are anger and courage: anger at the way things are, and courage to see that they do not remain that way." 49 To be authentically human is to centre one's life on the world God so loves. It has always meant that, but today it is critical to do so. The creation God loves is sick unto death, and needs caretakers, lovers, gardeners, companions and partners who will work to preserve life rather than death, collective security rather than national security, rice in the mouth and a roof over the head rather than military and nuclear hardware. The kind of love that is need ed to make the vision a reality has tough sinews. It roots up and pulls down, builds and plants. It is full of tenderness. It bears all things, believes all things, hopes all things, endures all things. It wipes away tears from all eyes. 50 As alert Christians attempt to disentangle churches from a concept of mission as "civilizing", can we reframe mission in terms of negotiating our place in "the family of things", to discover how to live in right relation, perched on God's ready promise of healing transformation?
